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CONVERSATION COSTUME – AN EMBODIED COSTUME IMPROVISATIONAL PROCESS. HOSTING, CO-CREATION, LISTENING, AND
EMBODIED DIALOGUES

The starting point for this essay is the ‘costume conversation’ research – a
strand of my artistic research1 that I started to investigate at the Costume
Agency workshop (CAW) held at Oslo National Academy of the Arts, 16–27
August 2021. In the CAW ten designers (selected by an open call and
attending with individual projects) and 24 performers (hired by the Costume Agency project) participated. The eleven-day workshop consisted of
seven three-hour rehearsals (for each research project) in a black box
space and two work-in-process showings (one showing halfway for half
of the CAW group, and another showing at the end of the CAW for the
entire CAW group and a few invited guests). The showings included
feed-back from the audience/CAW-participants. Additionally, every
designer had supervision sessions with either Knut Ove Arntzen and
Sodja Lotker, or Rachell Hann and Christina Lindgren.
CAW assigned two wonderful male dancers (both hold a BA in
contemporary dance from Oslo National Academy of the Arts) to participate in my research. In the research, I positioned myself inside the
costume improvisation process as an active participant instead of merely
observing the two dancers from the outside. My ambition was that the
improvisation process would become a co-creative research process.
The concept ‘conversation costume’ is inspired from conversation
piece, a widespread form of drama in the eighteenth century that aimed
at cultivating the tone and form of conversation in the aristocratic and
bourgeois salons. Like the so-called conversation pieces of the seventeenth century, which were sumptuous ceramic arrangements placed in
the middle of the dining table, and which, in addition to figurative narratives, served as visual eye-catchers that gave those present in the event
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something to talk about. In context of costume, I don’t merely refer to
conversations that concern the visuality of costume equally important is
the embodied experience of wearing costume.
For CAW I made two kinds of ‘conversation costume’ prototypes2:
two ‘connecting costumes’3 that in the design somehow suggested a specific way of wearing and nine open-ended and (visually) rather unfinished knotted textile pieces that potentially could be worn in multiple
ways. In addition, I brought several different ‘raw’ stretchy fabrics in
different colours and sizes. As a totality I name this ‘costume things’.

During the research process I collected the following data: (1) photos
and short video recordings of the improvisation process, (2) video documentation of the two work-in-progress showings, and (3) daily (ethnographical) notes that included detailed descriptions of the improvisation
process, the dialogues (with the two dancers, visiting participants, with
the research supervisors and feedback from the showings), and my own
reflections. (4) A month after the CAW I conducted a semi-structured
(zoom) interview with the two dancers. These data are the foundation
for this essay.
Hosting and co-hosting
In Advancing the social sciences through the interdisciplinary enterprise Marylin
Stember writes that ‘the intellectual argument for interdisciplinary work
is that ideas in any field are enriched by theories, concepts, and methods
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for other fields […] forcing boundary changes’ (Stember 1991:2). Stember’s argument on interdisciplinarity suggests that in co-creational processes disciplinary boundaries must be crossed not only enrich to each
discipline but to enable ‘emancipatory processes to engage in futuring,
a going beyond, to what is not yet, but might be. The spirit of interdisciplinary work acknowledged a critical consciousness of the voids and
liberates the mind´ (Stember 1991, pp. 11).
My ambition was to create a trustful and playful atmosphere, a
non-hierarchical structure, and a horizontal improvisation process –
being aware that an interdisciplinary and co-creative mindset potentially
could provoke our (different) discipliner assumptions and challenge the
dancers’ expectations (that might derive from prior experiences from
more ‘traditional’4 structures and collaborative processes) to what a costume improvisation process would imply.
I was interested in facilitating a co-creative improvisation process
of listening, relating, and responding. The objective was to study how
an improvisation process without specific pre-scripted preparation (for
example, planning specific improvisation tasks) could foster multiple
explorations – where one improvisation would lead to the next. My intention was that the pre-crafted connecting costumes and the knotted
textile pieces should act as entry points that potentially would lead to
an interdisciplinary and co-creative improvisation process of entangling-with and ‘becoming-with’ (Haraway 2016).
I wanted to investigate how ‘hosting’ could act as a frame. My ambition was to cultivate a ‘hosting culture’ that not only distributed power
and agency but also invited and encroached the dancers to host improvisations. One important aspect of cultivating a hosting culture, seemed
to be that I was as equally, actively and physically engaged in the improvisation as possible as the dancers. Another aspect is that in improvisation processes hosting and shifting of hosts may not emerge naturally. It
seemed important that I was proactive – as an attempt I wrote a ‘hosting
manifesto’ which nevertheless appeared rather egocentric. As a provocation (mainly to myself) I wrote an ‘invitation manifesto’ where I, for
example, invited the dancers to become co-creators5 by playing, laughing, responding, suggesting, interrupting, or disturbing in any way that
would be relevant to them.
On the first day and as a point of departure, I arranged the ‘costume
things’ in the assigned black box and read the ‘invitation manifesto’ out
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lout. Additionally, I explained that I wasn’t searching to produce a specific kind of work-in-process performance but that my ambition was to
investigate and produce improvisational co-creational work-in-process
potentials and/or fabulations.

Listening
A key concept in the ‘costume conversation’ research was listening. In
previous material/costume-improvisation processes (that I have conducted) I have realized that listening offers entry points to creative and
embodied dialogues. As written on the Listening Biennale website:
While focus is often placed on making statements, capturing history,
and the importance of free speech, listening is radically key to facilitating dialogue, understanding, and social transformation. To listen is to
extend the boundaries of the familiar, the recognized, and the known.
(https://listeningbiennial.net/about)

My ambition was that listening would offer us a way to be attentive,
aware, and that could foster empathy and care between us and towards
the ‘costume things’. Additionally, I hoped that listening could act as
openings to explore and unfold our (individual) discipliner assumptions
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that again could lead to build an interdisciplinary, co-creative, and
co-hosting mindset. That a creative space between us would emerge.
In Fitting Threads: Embodied Conversations in the Costume Design Process
Suzanne Osmond introduces the term ‘embodied conversations’ to ‘refer
to the specific phenomenon of collaborative interactions that occur on
and around the body of the performer in the costume design process’
(Osmond, 2021, pp. 440). Osmond uses the term to highlight that verbal
and non-verbal (for example, hand gesture and facial expression) articulations are equally important communication in costume fitting situations. ‘Embodied conversation’ highlights that –I would call– ‘embodied
articulations’ are a part of our language.
An important aspect of my listening knowledge as designer6 derives
from fitting situations. Intimate fitting situations with performers or
costumers have taught me to listen to their embodied articulations – to
listen to unspoken articulations about personal sensorial experiences
of specific garments. Embodied articulations that often seem to be
thoughts-in-process that either aren't yet articulated or that can’t be articulated since the origin of the personal sensation can be hard to depict
or describe in words. In my practice, the awareness of embodied articulations has let to explore and unfold ways of careful listening. Trough
careful listening I discovered which kind of question I could ask to gain
further knowledge about, for example, the wearer’s relationship to the
garment and personal preferences. In context of the costume improvisation, my ambition was to explore new ways of bringing my listening
knowledge ‘into play’.
One aspect of the listening improvisation process was, for example,
to hear, see, and sense ourselves, each other, the costume ‘things’, the
space and the interrelationships. In practice, the co-creational listening
process was spatial costume–body improvisations which included, for
example, different ways of relating, reacting and being affected by the
‘costume things’ by (1) arranging, combining, composing, or dressing it
on one's own, on others' bodies or on/in the space, (2) wearing it in different ways, (3) moving with or being moved by it, (4) spatial and relational dimensions of it, (5) different ways of entanglements, individually
and collectively, and (6) the effect of working in, for example, darkness
and/or silence (sometimes semi-silence using our breath or breathing as
vocal responses and to a music/sound score).
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Another aspect of our improvisation process was daily ‘sharing dialogues’ (some days several shorter onces, other days one at the end of
rehearsal) where we, for example, shared our different sensorial experiences, commented on what we saw the others did (movements, way of
handling the ‘costume things’ etc.), shared what caught our attention/
inspired us (individually and collectively), discussed what worked and
what didn’t work (and why), and we discussed what we had not yet
explored or wanted to explore further. These dialogues lead to new improvisations either by collectively agreeing on something specific or by
inviting someone with an idea to host.
In the daily dialogues, it was important that everyone’s voice was
heard (also visiting guests). Additionally, it was important to offer time
and patience, for example, when we struggled to find words to describe
a sensation. Building on my own listening knowledge, I seemed important that I started by posing questions. The ‘sharing dialogue’ offered
important entry points to unfold our individual and collective embodied
conversations with the ‘costume things’, to further develop an improvisation, and for new improvisation ideas/proposals to emerge.
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One example. Even being active engaged in the improvisations process I tried to listen to the dancers’ embodied conversations. During
one of the first improvisations, I realized that when wearing one of the
connecting costume, prototypes, the dancers quite quickly undressed
and started to explore the knotted textile pieces. I asked why. One of
the dancers responded that the knotted pieces offered more creative
space than the connecting costume did, they ask more or other questions, and they asked him to listen in another way. This reflection fostered an interesting and ongoing dialogue (between us and with other
participants) on costume circling around questions like: what makes
something into a costume, does a costume have to represent a certain
way of wearing, can a ‘unfinished’ textile piece act both as a costume
and as a spatial object/scenography, is it important to name the unfinished knotted piece, and does naming imply that ‘things’ suddenly are
‘fenced’ into a specific purpose? This ongoing dialogue meant that the
unfinished knotted pieces became the center of our attention and the
‘raw’ materials including the connection costume prototypes acted more
as practical tools to tie the knotted pieces together, connect them to and
between us and to the space.
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Orientation
In Orientation Matters Sara Ahmed writes that ‘orientations affect how
subjects and objects materialize or come to take shape in the way that
they do. […] orientation is about starting points’ (Ahmed 2010, pp. 235).
In context of our improvisation process, the way we (individually and
collectively) orientated or listened to the ‘costume things’ was the starting point. Additionally, the specific ‘costume thing’ the way we (individually and collectively) listened affected the improvisation process.
Ahmed argues that our arrival at an object depends on our kinship to
the object including that our arrival at an object already has an inheritance (Ahmed 2010, pp. 248). This suggests that how our listening was
orientated depended on our background.
In the dialogues (between us and with visiting guests) we realized
that our understanding listening was influenced by the value or belief
systems ‘behind’ our background. For example, that our age (I was almost twice as old as the two dancers), how we were trained (educational
background), our professional practices, and embodied experiences/
knowledge had an impact on our way of listening. For the dancers their
training (education and professional experiences) meant that listening
valued bodily proximity of touch (the touch of skin) and that listening
often required that they had to ‘say yes’ to any given task. Listening to
a task implied to improvise and produce interesting movement material
that sometimes was more a ‘service’ to an outside eye and/or to someone’s artistic vision, than it implied listening to themselves by following
their own sensorial impulses.
For me, my understanding of listening has developed over the years
to include for example, as mentioned, embodied conversations/articulations and to allow listening to textile materialities to become part of
my design practice/process7. Another strand of listening emerges from
my background. My older sister Camilla (born with Down's syndrome)
has in recent years developed Alzheimer syndrome. Hence, her crafting
skills8 are dissolving in a way that makes her craftworks appear childlike, but they also have surprisingly inspiring beauty. In awareness and
attentiveness towards her craftings, I hear things that she can’t explain
and that she is unaware of. By listening, I somehow sense her state of
mind. The knotted textile piece was not only inspired by Camilla’s wild
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samplings of, for example, colours. To me, making the knotted pieces
was a new way of having a creative dialogue with her.

In the dialogues we shared our different ways of understanding and
relating to listening which orientated us towards each other. Not only
did our different discipline perspectives offer inspiration but our honest and generous sharings allowed us to move to a place in-between
– where we could borrow from each other and expand what listening
could imply – it liberated us to exceed our own limits and discipline assumptions. Listening could include listening to each other through the
‘costume things’ both in proximity and at a distance across the space.
We could listen to ourselves and follow our impulses and inner imagery
fostered by our embodied conversations or dialogues with the ‘costume
things’.
For me, being physically active –allowing myself as non-performer to
‘be on stage’ improvising– called for another way of embodied listening
than when I, for example, made the knotted pieces. Making is often an
imitative and solitary process. In a making process I become aware of,
for example, the strength of my hands. I listen to the materialities through
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my hands. I sense how soft and fragile materialities calls for a delicate
touch of my hand and how rough and strong materialities ask me to become more forceful in the making process. In the improvisation process
listening to the ‘costume things’ had spatial qualities – from a proximate
experience to embracing the space sensation. In the imitate experience,
listening to and touching the knotted pieces felt like touching, responding and being affected by another body. It felt like an embodied dialogue.
Being close by to one of the dancers the ‘costume thing’ offered another
way if listening than in a fitting situation. In a fitting situation I am always very attentive – I listen to how the person responds to my touch in
order not to become intimidating. Besides I always explain why I fit the
garment before I touch the garment whereby I also indirectly touch the
person. In the improvisation process, while touching one of the dancers
through the ‘costume things’ I was still attentive towards the other person’s reactions, but I expanded listen to include being affected by and
responding to the person’s action and to include my somatic sensations
in a new way. In the "embracing the space improvisations" (situations
where the ‘costume things’ were tied together across the space which
created an entanglement between us and the space) the orientation of
my listening could go in several directions at the same time – for example, I could sense when other people were preoccupied ‘following’ and
listening to their own somatic sensation/relation to the ‘costume things’,
I could sense when I was being inattentive and ‘overruled’ the space
(including the ‘costume things’ and the other people), and I could sense
when our listening was oriented towards each other. The "embracing the
space improvisations" called for careful listening to the ‘costume thing’
in order to sense the other people in the space.
The listening improvisations process – orientation
and re-orientation
In one improvisation session, I had invited a few other CAW participants to join. In this session one of the dancers hosted a ‘dressing, moving/listening, and undressing’ improvisation. In turns, we dressed one
or several people without discussing or preplanning ‘a look’ – as dressers we responded to the actions of the co-dressers. The dressed person/
persons listened to and responded to the ‘dressing’ by moving until the
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material ‘fell off’. It was exciting and inspiring to co-dress and to witness how one or several people listened, sensed, were affected by and
responded to the ‘costume things’ – and vice versa. At the end of this
session, the three of us realized that it was not only exiting to be a bigger
group – the ‘guest’s’ offered other embodied articulations.

The next day we had our first showing. Collectively we decided to expand the ‘dressing, moving/listening, and undressing’ improvisation by
inviting the ‘audience’ –our fellow CAW colleagues– to join. The ‘showing’ was rather unplanned in the sense that we decided to allow ourselves to continue to improvise which meant that we (the dancers and I)
listened to the groups respond to the ’costume things’ and responded to
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that. In following feedback our colleagues offered valuable and insightful comments and reflections. Quite a few of the participants reflected
that the improvisation had a childish and silly quality. In our following
dialogue (the dancers and I) and in the interview the dancers reflected
that ‘we’ (understood as a more general we) often tend to assume that if
‘things’ are childish or silly then it’s not serious. For us the childishness
and silliness were an important aspect of the improvisation process. Not
only did the playfulness liberate us from judging whether our actions
‘looked good’ form the outside (including we didn’t have to ‘produce’
improvisation in a specific way). Importantly, the playfulness made us
focus on listening to the ‘costume things’.
Another interesting aspect of the ‘dressing, moving/listening, undressing’ improvisation was the audiences’ (our colleagues) different
modes of participation. Some were very active, others were more passive
(for example, after being dressed they quietly ‘hid’ under the materials
that covered their bodies and listened to the action in the space) and
others participated as witnesses (sitting at the edge of the space watching). In the different modes of participation, the improvisation still felt
like a moving and evolving organism – which seemed like a contrast to
the previous day where the ‘dressing, moving/listening, undressing’ improvisation was more conducted in ‘rounds’ where we shifted between
positions of dressing/witnessing and being dressed/listening. Hence, it
felt as revelation to us (the dancers and I) that the bigger group’s ways of
participating and listening went in multiple directions. Their actions indirectly pointed at that we in our smaller group somehow had orientated
us towards: ‘sameness’. The showing made us realize how quickly unarticulated rules –a kind of ‘a right way’– had emerged almost unnoticed.
In the session that followed the showing, we discussed whether to
refine the ‘participatory dressing, moving/listening, undressing’ improvisation to a more set format or whether to continue to unfold other
potentialities of the ‘costume thing’. Even though the showing was a
wonderful experience that made us ‘high’, we decided that we wanted
to dare to continue to improvise – to keep listening.
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In the following days our decision created some creative uncertainty.
Our improvisations went in multiple directions, and it felt like we struggled and that we somehow had lost our orientation.
In the interview, I asked the dancers about the ‘struggling’ days.
Both reflected, that they had conflicting thoughts. One was their need
to be creative –to produce something that interested them– and that it
felt a bit scary and demotivating to have the sensation of ‘running out
of ideas’. In these moments they felt an urge to be lead somewhere. At
the same time, they liked the concept of co-researching for potentials
and that our aim wasn’t to produce/show a performance in-process (that,
for example, was based on a vision of mine or was a further developing
of our first showing). As one of the dancers reflects, a development of
performance in-process would have implied that we at a certain point
in the process had had to make conclusions and refine a specific idea
or concept. Hence, another strand of their reflections was an appreciation of the non-hierarchical environment and that hosting concept –even
though it sometimes was a struggle– meant that we often rearranged the
dynamics between us in the space. To them our way of working was a
new way of improvising.
In my notes, it’s obvious that I also struggled especially with the
hosting concept. I wrote: ‘Do I, as a host, push or lead so we use our
[rehearsal] time effectively? Does every day need to be as ‘good’ [and
productive] as the others? What happens when a space has been ‘filled
up’ with voices [the participating colleagues] and then we are ‘back on
our own’ feeling a bit empty?’ I reflected that ‘I am the host [since it’s
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my research and I invited the dancers to join] but somehow not a very
guiding or ‘taking the lead’ kind of a host.’ Additionally, I tried to comfort myself by offering myself advise like: ‘(1) Be patient also towards
myself. (2) Leave space and, if needed, dare to finish early. (3) I bring
a bag of ideas. Leave room for the others present to find their interest.
Maybe some of my ideas9 aren't in focus yet – maybe these ideas will
enter the stage later and in other forms or other situations. And maybe
its ok that some ideas never enter the stage. Maybe it’s just not the right
time or space – and maybe I don’t know how to make these ideas come
alive.’
For me, the turning point in our ’struggles’ was a dialogue I had with
my assigned supervision team Knut Ove Arntzen and Sodja Lotker.
I shared an idea of using text10 in our improvisation process and they
offered wonderful ideas on using poetry. Additionally, they reflected
on how we could develop our ‘dressing, moving/listening, undressing’
showing. In my notes, words like composition, landscape, tactility, establishing a relationship to the space and the textile objects, and creating rhymes appear. After this conversation a contour of a collaborative
journey emerged – a loose sketch of something I wanted to host and
co-explore with the dancers.
The sketch was a journey that would start by co-composing the space
(creating a kind of textile landscape that would cover the entire space or
embrace the space), then leaving the space shortly where I would offer

Co-composing a textile/tactile landscape
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Co-composing a textile/tactile landscape

us an entry point or a ‘listening intention’ (which I did not define further), returning to the space to improvise by listening, responding, and
being affected by the textile landscape and each other. At this point, a
lightning designer had set up different lamps in the space, and I wanted
to test how different light qualities would affect us, including darkness
(we had experienced that darkness made us listen more intensely). Furthermore, I realized that our improvisation sessions often stopped after
a certain amount of time – therefore, I wanted to explore the impact of
extending improvisation duration.
The dancers were open for me hosting the improvisation journey.
However, I didn’t explain my idea in detail since I was curious to explore how they and we would listen and respond. Without going into
detail, in improvisation new potentials emerged – even though the journey contained several aspects of previous improvisations. My attempt
to extend the duration of the improvisation inexpertly was like a provocation that created some rather radical responses. For example, during
the improvisation the dancers at several points showed that they were
‘done’ (an unarticulated withdrawing/watching sign we had developed)
and I responded with ‘dressing’ (another sign that was an invitation to
and a call for action and response). In the end one of the dancers felt exhausted. As respond to that I didn’t ‘accept’ his ‘done’ signs he collected
and threw a big chunk of the ‘costume things’ out of the door and left
the space. Ignoring the signs called for a more radical response that –
once again– showed that we had established several unspoken rules or
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embodied articulations. What was significant was that the provocation
interrupted or rearranged the dynamic between us. The change of dynamic opened for new or other potentials. These realizations fostered
an interesting ‘sharing dialogue’ that led to that we in the next (and last
rehearsal) day’ invited the light designer to partake in our improvisation
journey.
In the last showing we decided to continue ‘the textile landscape
composition’ improvisation. We had a few ‘set’ directions: co-composing
a textile landscape, leaving the space shortly, returning and ‘performing’ a ‘listening improvisation’ (included the light designer) and a light
cue was our sign to finish. In the showing we had decided that we were
to challenged ourselves to slow down and stayed longer with movements
and/or entanglements – listening to details. The showing did build on
the embodied language we had unfolded over the previous rehearsal
days but the detailed or careful listening somehow had a new resonance.
In the following feedback (20 minutes) the ‘audience’ had quite different perceptions of our improvised showing. Some said that the showing had a ‘matter-of-factness’ quality or was like a process of creating
and transforming a scenographic composition. Some –especially those
that participated in the first showing– wondered if or when they would
be invited to join. Others though that the showing had violent or erotic
qualities. In the interview, I asked the dancers to describe their experience or memories of the showings. They responded by reflecting on
the ‘violence quality’ comment since it not only contrasted the all-embracing experience of embodied attentiveness, that they bodily recalled,
somehow it also provoked them. They wondered whether the ‘violent
quality’ emerged from our entanglement with the ‘costume stuff’, the
space and each other – and that the entanglements awakened references
to bondage. Or if the ‘violent quality’ sprung from the fact that some of
the tied-together ‘costume things’ broke under the weight of our bodies.
Or if the ‘violent quality’ was related to the fact that we were two men
and one women ‘onstage’ – pointing towards an assumption that men
are violent, and woman are not (this reflection or question was raised
in a break by one of our colleages). At the same time, the dancers appreciated the audience's different interpretations including the ‘violent’
reflection – since it seemed like we had left space for the audiences’ interpretations and imagination.
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To me, a valuable memory from the feedback session (which also applies to the first feedback session) was how the dancers, including the
light designer entered the dialogue – they spoke and they generously
shared their reflections. They took ownership. The ‘textile landscape
composition’ and the ‘dressing, moving/listening, undressing’ improvisation showings were not mine – it was ours – we co-hosted them.
C onclusion
In the ‘costume conversation’ research the concept of hosting was an
ambition to facilitate an interdisciplinary and co-creative environment
that had a holistic approach towards participants – understanding people as more-than a discipline. In its origin, ‘host’ points at a host/hostess
as well as the guest/stranger/visitor, including that the host is bound by
ties of hospitality. Hospitality call for a mutual exchange between people. Hence, in a hosting culture we can learn from and get inspired from
each other’s perspectives and disciplines – and thereby enter an interdisciplinary and co-creative landscape. Marylin Stember states ‘interdisciplinary research and education are difficult endeavors imbued with
both pleasures and problems’ (Stember 1991, pp. 5) but the encounter
enables that ‘the “new room” […] in the metaphorical house of science’
(Stember 1991, pp. 11) can emerge.
It is evident that in the improvisation process the hosting concept
caused struggles, at the same time, the struggles was rewarding since
new potentials or openings flourished. However, it is challenging to
cultivate a hosting environment. In agriculture cultivating suggest that
something sprout or grow by using, for example, specific tolls and a
specific method. Hence, the ‘costume things’ was the shovels we had to
dig with, and the tools we had to learn how to handle, at the same time,
the ‘costume things’ were the landscape that we had to co-discover and
co-occupy. The listening was the map that we had to ‘read-with’, at the
same time, we had to acknowledge or learn that the map could be ‘read’
in several ways. In some situations, the listening ‘the reading of the map’
oriented us in the same direction; in other situations, in multiple directions, and yet in other situations it disoriented us. But how can you act
as a host when you are in the process of learning or developing the tools
and the methods?
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A key in cultivating a hosting culture seems to be hospitality – the
exchange that can act as opening to cross discipline borders. Another
aspect is inviting people to enter (new) landscapes where they are invited to perform more-than their disciplines and/or skills, however fragile that might seem. As a host, I send the invitation, but the invitation
also points towards myself. Karen Barad writes ‘being in once’s skin
means that one cannot escape responsibility (Barad 2007, pp. 392). As
host, I have an ethical responsible for the invitation I send. Barad continues, that the ‘responsibility entails an ongoing responsiveness to the
entanglement of self and other’ (Barad 2007, pp, 394). Hence, I need to
respond to my own initiation – in order to cross borders, I must ‘dare
with care’ to stand in the open as novice. This is the embodied invitation
I send to myself and to the people I invite. As Donna Haraway reminds
me, as researcher you are always ‘in the belly of the monster’ (Haraway
1988, pp. 581). Consequently, I am always entangled in the research
matter. I need to dare to perform more-than-designer to enter new landscapes where I can ‘make-with’ and ‘become-with’ (Haraway 2016) others. In the hosting hospitality approach, I become host and guest.
In a sincere hosting culture participants become more-than-participants. In the ‘costume conversation’ research it is evident that the dancers became co-creators and hosts in the improvisation process and in
the showings. The hosting culture fostered trust and honesty between
us that to me felt like a more-than an exclusive professional relationship.
In the improvisation process the visiting guests (some actively participating others witnessing for a shorter period of time of a rehearsal)
and in improvised showings the audience became equally important
since they, in their participation, showed us aspects of our process that
we were unaware of and they offered other views on ways of participating and listening. In our (the dancers and mine) dialogues the visiting guests and the audience participation/feedback offered common
reference points that developed our connectedness and our common
language.
For me, ‘cultivating’ also suggest a focus on the process as well as
on the product. The process of co-creative listening allowed us to ‘produce’ knowledge about the ‘costume things’, our different discipliner
perspectives and assumptions, and whereby we could expand our listening strategies. Through the embodied listening we build a common
language that included to discover the unspoken and not-at-first-noticed
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rules or ‘signs’ that we created. In the careful listening there seemed to
be a difference between the individual experience of being affected by
and responding to the ‘costume thing’ and the collective experience of
being affected by and responding to other people through the ‘costume
things’. Furthermore, who or what we were orientated towards in the situation influenced the ways we listened to and ‘read’, for example, subtle
or quick movements or resonances of movements transmitted through the
‘costume things’.
In the interview, the dancers reflected that the listening for them offered new way of improvising with costume materialities. I asked them
to offer me some advice. They reflected that they would love to explore
bigger much bigger knotted pieces. They thought that even if we listened to the knotted pieces, we somehow always controlled them. Bigger
knotted pieces could potentially make us smaller and more fragile than
the textiles – we could disappear and somehow become less important
in the scenographic landscape. I think this is an important point and
something I aim to research in the future.
Today, design is more than a product on the market and costume
is more-than a character on stage. Costume can be a way of listening.
As a researcher listening is a part of my relational thinking-with and
becoming-with practice. The ‘conversation costume’ has shown me that
listening to ‘costume thing’ needs careful and attentive awareness however big or small the ‘costume things’ are. Especially in the situations of
darkness and where the ‘costume things’ embraced the space, we slowed
our listening – somehow we silenced ourselves in order orientated our
listening to the sensations transmitted through the material. Hence, this
shows a potential to changing the dynamics from an exclusive humancentric perspective to a more horizontal or holistic material-discursive
connectedness. As Mary Stember writes ‘interdisciplinarity holds great
promise for understanding the holistic complex of interrelationships’
(Stember 1991, pp. 5). The ‘costume conversation’ research has shown
that cultivating a hosting culture and creating interrelationships to ‘costume things’ through listening has great interdisciplinary and co-creative
potential which I am excited to study and develop further in the future.
Charlotte Østergaard
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Notes
1

2

3

4

5

6

PhD/artistic research project ’Crafting material bodies – radical co-creation in
the field of costume design’ at Malmö Theatre Academy, Faculty of Fine and
Performing Arts, Lund University, Sweden.
Prototype origin from the Greek prōtotypon ’a first or primitive form,’ derived
from the Greek prōto-, from protos in the sense of ’first’ and from Greek typos
in the sense of ‘a blow, dent, impression, mark, effect of a blow, general
form, character; outline, sketch.’ Hence, prototype is temporal templates
or sketches of matter- and form-in-process that even in the in-process form
still leave a mark or effects on the wearer.
Connecting costumes attaches two or more wearers which, for example,
has the effect that one wearer’s movements ripples (through the material)
into the co-wearers’ bodies and movements. I have made multiple versions
of connecting costumes. For CAW I created two different versions.
If I had chosen a more ‘traditional’ structure, it could have implied, for example, that the dancers’ ‘job’ was to improvise and ‘produce’ movement materials, and that my ‘job’ was to create a list of pre-planned improvisation
‘tasks’, and to curate and direct a further development of the improvised
movement material.
I like to suggest, that being a co-creator implies co-hosting and that co-creators are humans (the performers and I, the ‘guests’ we had in some of our
rehearsals, the light designer, and the audience in the work-in-progress
showings) but that it potentially also includes the non-human bodies (‘costume things’) and could be extended to include, for example, the space and
the lightning.
I have designed (and fitted) costumes for more than 65 performance and
over a period of fifteen years I make the womenswear collection Charlotte
Østergaard Copenhagen where every single garment was personally fitted to
the costumer’s proportions and needs/wishes.
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7

8

9

10

For example, when developing the connection costume prototypes, the textile materials served the design, whereas while making the knotted pieces
I had no clear vision of the outcome. I listened to and followed the flow
between the materials, my hands, and eyes. Making the knotted pieces felt
like a dialogue with the textile materialities.
Crafting skills that both of us were taught as children by our mother. For
my mother (and for me as child and adult) crafting was a way of relating to
and creating another kind of language with her.
For example, I have an idea of co-knotting or co-developing the knotted
pieces with the dancers.
I had brought several texts (quite academic and philosophical) that inspires
me.
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